HYBRID GRASS TECHNOLOGY

WHAT IS MIXTO?
MIXTO is a reinforced grass system incorporating
hyrbid technology. MIXTO is a combination of natural
and artificial grass. This solution is the result
of a partnership between LIMONTA and RAPPO,
two important and respected Italian companies
specialising in the construction and delivery
of fields and surfaces for elite sport.
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FEATURES
MIXTO is the optimum surface
solution made with both natural
and artificial grass.
The artificial grass has two important functions
in the system. It provides protection for the natural
grass and its growth, and also provides a support
to guarantee stability of the playing surface.
A special feature of the MIXTO System is the primary
support for artificial grass. The synthetic filaments
are stitched on a special cotton cloth. This technology
guarantees in few days a complete and strong link
between natural and artificial elements.
Thanks to the MIXTO System it will allow perfect
formation and growth of the root structure.
Extraordinary stability of the pitch is the result
in addition to a high degree of permeability allowing
air to the roots.
These conditions alleviate compaction and prevent
water logging to maintain a healthy sward over
the playing surface.
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MIXTO SYSTEM:
THE STRENGTHS

Clump cultivate with MIXTO technology

Continually
a perfect surface
to play on.
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High wear
resistance.
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High
permeability
with optimal
drainage.
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Value for money
in comparison
to other hybrid
systems.
Optimum
playing
conditions.
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Improved safety
for players.

Simplified
maintenance.
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Quick
installation as
can be delivered
‘ready to play’.
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